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Towards an understanding of resilience: responding to health systems shocks


Abstract

The recent outbreak of Ebola Virus Disease in West Africa has drawn attention to the role and responsiveness of health systems in the face of shock. It brought into sharp focus the idea that health systems need not only to be stronger but also more resilient. In this paper, we argue that responding to shocks is an important aspect of resilience, examining the health system behaviour in the face of four types of contemporary shocks: the financial crisis in Europe from 2008 onwards; climate change disasters; the Ebola Virus Disease outbreak in West Africa 2013-16; and the recent refugee and migration crisis in Europe. Based on this analysis, we identify ‘3 plus 2’ critical dimensions of particular relevance to health systems’ ability to adapt and respond to shocks; actions in all of these will determine the extent to which a response is successful. These are three core dimensions corresponding to three health systems functions: health information systems (having the information and the knowledge to make a decision on what needs to be done); funding/financing mechanisms (investing or mobilising resources to fund a response); and health workforce (who should plan and implement it and how). These intersect with two cross-cutting aspects: governance, as a fundamental function affecting all other system dimensions; and predominant values shaping the response and how it is experienced at individual and community levels.

Moreover, across the crises examined here, integration within the health system contributed to resilience, as does connecting with local communities, evidenced by successful community responses to Ebola and social movements responding to the financial crisis. In all crises, inequalities grew, yet our evidence also highlights that the impact of shocks is amenable to government action. All these factors are shaped by context. We argue that the ‘3 plus 2’ dimensions can inform pragmatic policies seeking to increase health systems resilience.
INTRODUCTION

The 2014-2015 outbreak of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) in West Africa brought attention to the role and responsiveness of health systems in the face of shock (1). The initial failure to contain the West African EVD outbreak was attributed in part to the weakness of health systems in countries affected and an inadequate investment in mounting a response [1, 2]. At the same time, failure was not uniform: some communities and parts of the health system, including individual facilities and services, demonstrated considerable capacity to respond to and withstand the impact of EVD better than others, despite suffering a similar level of funding shortages. This brought into sharp focus the idea that health systems need to be not only stronger but also more resilient in responding to acute and chronic shocks [3]. The need to define and operationalise resilience has since come to be seen as critical, particularly as an increasing number of people live in fragile and post conflict settings [4], spurring research and policy interest [3, 5] [6].

The concept of resilience has its origins in the fields of engineering [7], environmental science and ecology [8, 9], where it has developed to suggest that the social systems respond to shocks in a variety of ways: absorbing these, or as a consequence of shocks either returning to their original equilibrium or reaching a new equilibrium (transformative shocks) that makes them more resilient [10]. In clinical psychology and mental health research the concept is manifested as the ability of the individual to adapt to adverse conditions, trauma or stress [11, 12]. Compared with these developments, the emergence and use of this concept in the health policy and systems and public health literature is relatively recent [13] and the implications of the concept for policy implementation remain unclear. There is no widely accepted definition, and resilience is often equated with health systems strengthening. Health systems strengthening is typically viewed as efforts to improve, or strengthen, the system to operate more effectively and efficiently [14]. Our working definition of “health systems resilience” draws on the ideas of Blanchet and others that health systems resilience is about the system being able to adapt its functioning to absorb a shock and transform if necessary, to recover from
disasters [15]. In this definition, the ability of a health system to respond to external shocks – including but not limited to infectious disease outbreaks and natural disasters such as a tsunami – is seen as one of the key elements of health systems resilience [13, 16].

This paper seeks to add to the understanding of health systems resilience, by examining empirical evidence of how health systems responded to past shocks. We use the term shocks to mean stresses and extreme challenges to the system caused by external events. These can be immediate and time-bound, such as a tsunami or a flood affecting a health system, or can unfold over a period of time – such as a financial crisis. Based on this comparative analysis, we identify a set of essential aspects – termed here ‘dimensions’ of the health system – that emerged as key to its resilience in the face of these events.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

In this paper, we sought to develop a framework for health systems resilience based on the analysis of four types of contemporary shocks to health systems: the financial crisis in Europe in 2008 onwards; climate change disasters in low and middle income countries; the EVD outbreak in West Africa 2013-16; and the recent refugee and migration crisis in Europe from 2013 onwards. The specific ‘shocks’ were selected through purposive sampling, by a group of health systems researchers associated with the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, who had independently conducted research in each of these areas over the past five years. The selection criterion for the set of cases was that resilience of the health system to withstand a crisis was independently identified as a key theme in their analysis. We then sought to identify research cases that represented diverse types of shock, geographic and income settings. The researchers then developed a method (set out below) to comparatively analyse lessons for health systems resilience across these cases. Based on this analysis, we identify lessons about the range of responses that should be considered in strategic planning to enhance health system resilience.
The term ‘shock’ rather than crisis was chosen as the types of events examined were comparatively short- to medium-term in nature. We recognise that there are many longer-term crises, for example epidemics of chronic disease or underfunding over a period of years which affect and equally require health systems resilience, however these require further analysis [3]. Similarly, climate change is an ongoing process which is likely to affect disease patterns and food security (hence nutritional illnesses) over a long period of time [17] – we focus on specific climate change-related disasters as one-off shock events, e.g. flooding, tsunamis.

**Text Box 1 Process of analysis**

We began by defining the core questions to guide our comparative analysis to help enable the development of a framework on health systems resilience. These were: What were the health systems responses to these different shocks in each setting? What factors determined these responses and their success? Were there any common features across these? Which responses made health systems more resilient? and What lessons can be learnt for other countries seeking to equip their health systems to deal with shocks?

Our conceptualisation of health systems draws loosely on a range of mainstream frameworks, such as the WHO “building blocks” approach [18], the framework focused on “control knobs” favoured by the World Bank and developed by Reich and colleagues [19], and one incorporating macro-influences and interactions with the health system [20]. We recognise that health systems are not just a sum of blocks but also complex and adaptive systems which are shaped by the decision makers as well as the people working and interacting within them, namely patients and health workers and the communities within which they are located [21, 22]. In this conceptualization, people, processes, systems, power relations and values are an integral and mutually dependent parts of the health systems.

Following an initial review of data on shocks in general, authors undertook comparative analysis by examining the impact of each shock on each of the WHO health systems’
building blocks: health workforce, health financing, health management information systems, products and medicines, health services and governance [18]. At the next step, the converse type of analysis was conducted; assessing the extent to which each building block had contributed to health system resilience. An extended version of Table 6 was developed as a tool for data extraction, with two or more researchers extracting and synthesising data for each block. Through this analytical process, aspects of the health system that appeared to have been of lesser relevance to resilience in the shocks examined were found to be less important. The analysis focused on aspects identified as core, on identifying interrelationships between blocks and policy process issues. For the purpose of this discussion we termed the aspects or blocks emerging as critical to resilience ‘health systems dimensions’ to avoid conflation with other health systems models. The outcome of interest in each case was whether the health system had been able to adapt in response of the particular type of shock and what were the factors that impeded or facilitated this response.

Once the initial findings were identified, the authors systematically reviewed each of these to understand the extent to which these were context-specific, and held wider lessons for health systems in other contexts. The initial results were presented to an expert audience at the Vancouver Health Systems Symposium for further triangulation.

Findings presented below are based on this analysis and focus on the impact of the shocks on five key dimensions of the health system and the insights that can be generated for the health system response as a whole.

To ensure maximum learning from our comparative analysis of shocks, we present the results by health system dimension. In addition, we also showcase specific learning and analysis for each of the 3+2 dimensions identified as important for resilience. We present these in shock-specific tables (Tables 1-5), as well as a comparison across shocks (Table 6). For the recent migration crisis in Europe we provide two tables: Table 4 focused on humanitarian crisis and post-conflict aspects, and Table 5 solely focused on migration and mobility, as these appeared as distinct aspects in our analysis. By presenting the
comparative results of our analysis as well as in-depth case studies we seek to contribute not only to the knowledge base on resilience overall, but also to provide evidence on how each specific type of shock affects health system resilience.

RESULTS

‘3 plus 2’ health system dimensions essential to responding to shocks and fostering resilience

We identify ‘3 plus 2’ critical dimensions of particular relevance to the health systems’ ability to adapt and respond to shocks; actions in all of these will determine the extent to which a response is successful. The three core dimensions corresponding to three health systems functions or building blocks [18] are: health management information systems (having the information and the knowledge to make a decision on what needs to be done); funding/financing mechanisms (investing or mobilising resources to fund it); health workforce (who should do it and how). All three dimensions are shaped by two cross-cutting aspects: governance, as a fundamental function affecting the operation of all system dimensions; and predominant values and beliefs shaping the response to the shocks, and how this response is experienced at individual and community levels. We discuss each of these in turn, providing examples of ways in which they contributed to health systems resilience before, during and in the aftermath of the shocks studied. Despite identifying emerging patterns, we recognise that each health systems shock is context-specific, and responses will be determined by a unique mix of health system and external capacities [3] [23] [24]. Yet, that learning from past shocks can only help to identify generic factors that help or hinder responsive health systems. The analysis covers mostly short- and medium-term responses, and each shock is likely to have further, possibly far-reaching implications for other aspects of health systems and the population affected [18].

[INSERT Figure 1. Learning from shocks: a new approach to health systems resilience]
**Health management information systems (HMIS)**

The health management information system (HMIS) emerged as crucial to the capacity of health systems to respond to shocks. A comprehensive and well-functioning surveillance infrastructure in particular, including early warning systems, is recognised to be essential to contain disease outbreaks in a timely manner [25]. It can also be developed with the intention to enable forecasting and preparing for shocks where these are imminent. However, many of the contemporary HMIS are not fit for purpose, for example the function in the context of mobility and migration [26].

Importantly, research on climate change and the financial crisis highlights the need for greater integration of HMIS with information systems of other sectors. The change in climate, for example, means that routine health data collection needs to integrate forecasting of extreme weather events and their adverse health consequences, as well as planning for longer-term changes in disease ecology and illness patterns as a result of changes in temperature, precipitation and flooding [27]. The global financial crisis has demonstrated the extent to which an economic shock can have a worsening effect on population health, as well as on health system performance, [28] with adverse consequences for access to services and affordability. However, the data needed to assess the impact on health and affordability, for example appropriate population health indicators and national health accounts in a timely manner lag years behind, in contrast to the financial and economic sectors data, which are often reported in real time [29].

Furthermore, the information most needed during an acute crisis may not always be the same as that required for operational purposes and routine management [30]. A health system that is able to effectively and flexibly draw on diverse sources of information, assess the implications of wider societal events outside of the health system and meaningfully integrate the analysis into operational decisions, is therefore crucial to inform adequate short- as well as long-term responses. Since it is unrealistic to expect that the health system of any country will have sufficient capacity and resources to integrate the full spectrum of
forecasting and monitoring functions, a more realistic step forward may be to establish information platforms and processes to enable different sectors to share and integrate relevant information which can inform health system planning and preparedness, including forecasting and procurement of changing drugs and supplies requirements and any accompanying changes in supply and transport (cold) chains.

[Insert Table 1 Ebola]

**Level of funding and financing mechanisms**

Our research identified the nature of the funding and financing mechanisms as a core aspect enabling or hindering health systems’ ability to respond to a shock. Based on the analysis of past shocks we distinguish between national and international/global levels. At the national level, and in relation to different types of shocks, we observe that systems which are adequately funded are able to better withstand shocks, while gaps in the level and predictability of financing exacerbate the negative impact [31]. Moreover, private expenditure tends to increase, which reflects acute shortages of medications and a lack of awareness of entitlements, thus an increasing reliance on individual and household-centred coping strategies [28]. This is often a result of the introduction of out-of-pocket (OOP) payments as a short-term solution to boost health systems revenues and cover budget shortfalls [32]. During the financial crisis in Europe, many countries opted to introduce OOPs for specific services or increasing the existing ones (e.g. Greece and Portugal), as well as removing subsidies for certain population groups (e.g. Ireland) [33] [34, 35]. In contrast, community care centres established towards the later stages of the EVD outbreak in Sierra Leone and Liberia were valued because of the free health services they offered for people without Ebola, more so than for their care of those diagnosed with EVD [36] [37]. In cases where supply chains are disrupted due to disaster or conflict, cost of medication may increase or medication may only become available through private or informal providers. During humanitarian crises, affected populations tend to have access to free healthcare provided by humanitarian agencies although, during the last five years, refugee populations from middle
income countries have had to contribute to their health expenditure for secondary care even where medicines may be free [38] [39]. In countries where the population has formal access to emergency services or primary health care, bureaucratic barriers or fears of deportation may also prevent them from using services. At the same time, the responses to shocks examined, particularly to the financial crisis, also demonstrate that initial adequate levels of funding and in-built counter-cyclical stabilising and reserve accumulation mechanisms for health systems financing can provide a temporary buffer [31]. Finally, specifically for funding and financing mechanisms – maybe more so than for any of the other dimensions discussed here – government action and policies matter [29], and were shown to have a direct effect on the health systems’ ability to withstand shocks [34].

[Insert Table 2: Financial crisis]

The ability of a health system to rapidly absorb large increases in financial and material resources resulting from efforts to respond to the shocks may also pose a challenge [40]. During crises, this is one of the critical factors that can lead to the local capacity being overstretched. In terms of international or global funding, such as the EVD outbreak, earthquakes or tsunamis, or responses to the refugee crisis in Europe, parallel funding mechanisms are often established (e.g. through the Disasters Emergency Committee) to enable fast international mobilisation and deployment of resource. While these parallel systems did allow the rapid recruitment of national and international staff and volunteers, poor existing financial systems and caution to avoid fraud and corruption meant that many national staff in Sierra Leone were not paid for several months while the requisite bureaucratic checks were completed. Not only is this unjust in itself, given the health and social risks faced by the emergency response staff, but the systemic underpayment undermined response efforts by seriously demotivating frontline staff and diverting them away from priorities such as disease control activities. The visible magnitude of the influx of financial and material resources during the EVD epidemic also led to perceived vested economic interests in the continuation of the outbreak. For example, some people
interpreted the low but prolonged transmission rates during the ‘long tail’ of the epidemic as
evidence that frontline responders were actively complicit in perpetuating the epidemic in
order to continue receiving ‘Ebola money’ [41]. Thus, the strength of financial and audit
systems during crises depends not only on their technical quality but also on their social
legitimacy, suggesting that values are fundamental to all health system aspects.

There are few examples of successful international funding mechanisms that enable national
health systems to respond to shocks or a crisis, although new mechanisms are currently
being developed, such as the new emergency pool fund created by the World Bank to
respond to outbreaks [42]. The lessons learned indicate the importance of decision makers
considering the consequences of different funding mechanisms in their specific context, and
weigh in the value of these mechanisms in responding to short-term shocks vis-à-vis the
longer term negative effects.

In this respect it is also important to highlight the overall effects of donor funding and some
of the conditionalities attached, such as caps on continuous costs which characterise much
of health systems’ investments, on health systems resilience [, 44]. To build health systems
resilience this needs to be considered as an important facet of overall development
assistance strategies in the longer-term.

Health workforce

The health workforce is not only essential to a health system’s response to shocks, but in
many cases frontline health care workers themselves are amongst the most vulnerable
individuals [45, 46]. The health workforce comprises staff at different levels, from frontline
clinical workers through to national policy makers, working within a range of different sectors
— usually the state, formal and non-formal private, and non-profit sectors. We argue that the
most effective health workforce response to a shock requires collaboration and coordination
across different sectors in such a way as to draw on the particular added value of each. In
reality, the distinctions between the above roles and sectors are particularly blurred during
an acute crisis where health workers may shift between roles and sectors in response to a rapidly changing context. It is nevertheless helpful to consider the characteristic values and limitations of each sub-sector in turn.

The public sector delivers the bulk of health services in many countries. State health workers are often, therefore, the first responders to a crisis. Yet distribution across the country is often inadequate to meet the unexpected needs of an acute crisis [47]. An ad-hoc redistribution of staff to address shortages during acute shock has a knock-on effect on the provision of health services in the country as a whole. Furthermore, many state sectors face institutional and resource constraints to creating new or redeploying existing health worker positions. Nevertheless, with the right management systems in place, the public sector may be the provider best placed to absorb and effectively coordinate increases in health workforce capacity over the medium term.

The non-profit sector, consisting of a range of organisations from small local charities through to large international non-governmental and multilateral organisations (e.g. UN agencies), is in many ways well-suited to responding to acute shocks. Their institutional ethical mandate, specific technical capacities, the moral profile of their workforce and their risk profile will often align with what is most needed to respond to a major crisis. With appropriate and sufficiently flexible funding, their managerial systems often allow quicker shifts and rapid hiring, deployment and reallocation of staff than equivalent state institutions, although individual organisations may struggle to absorb any substantial increase in staff or finance capacity in the short-term. However, coordination between these organisations and the public sector is crucial to ensure resources are used most efficiently in the short-term and that crisis-specific responses contribute sustainably to health systems strengthening in the longer-term [48].

[Insert Table 3: Climate Change]
Private, for-profit providers include a diverse range of health workers, ranging from employees of large hospitals, through small-scale or non-formal independent biomedical practitioners, to non-biomedical ‘traditional’ practitioners. As such, their response to crises is likely to be highly variable. In resource-poor settings, most private providers work outside the formal health care system, are neither supplied nor monitored by the health authorities, and may not be included in any official register. Such autonomy may be crucial in allowing smaller providers to continue operating in the face of a breakdown in wider financial and logistical systems. On the other hand, a fragmented landscape makes coordination of roles and scaling up essential supplies extremely challenging. Integration into formal response mechanisms may be further hindered by differences in ideological and health beliefs, with state and non-profit providers potentially suspicious of the motives of for-profit institutions, and with biomedical practitioners unwilling to engage with alternative medical practices [49].

Efforts to increase health systems resilience should therefore include a central focus on state, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) as well as private health workers. The health workforce at all levels needs the skills and institutional environment to be aware of, and able to respond dynamically and flexibly to, abrupt shifts in the health needs and social context of their patients. Strengthening cross-sector governance mechanisms, coupled with more collaborative relationships between sectors and with society more broadly, is essential to ensuring that sectors work in a complementary way rather than in parallel. Given the often cyclical nature of (some) shocks, this should include longer-term planning to ensure retention and continued support for preparedness efforts once the emergency stage is over.

**Text Box 2: The Health Workforce at the frontline: A case study from Ebola**

At the start of the Ebola response health care workers were among the most vulnerable individuals, with 12% of infections occurring in this group across West Africa in July 2014 [50].

**Public Health Workforce:**
During the first months of the West African Ebola epidemic most health care (Ebola and non-Ebola) was provided by government healthcare workers, even though facilities were undersupplied and understaffed. A number of government facilities closed completely, many staff were unwilling to treat potential Ebola cases and crucially staff were not redistributed to meet the rapidly rising demand in so-called Ebola hotspots. With external support, improved training programmes, supply chains, logistics and financial systems were put in place. When coupled with the temporary employment of large numbers of additional health workers, state facilities were eventually able to mount an effective response against Ebola while continuing to provide routine non-Ebola care

**Non-Profit Workforce:**

While a small number of international NGOs, notably MSF, were able to scale up rapidly in the early stages of the Ebola epidemic, many NGOs that were already operational in-country paused their operations or evacuated their international staff when they were most needed. Despite the ready availability of donor funding from September 2014, many international NGOs were slow to take on health roles during Ebola due to challenges in acquiring suitable employee insurance and concerns that they held insufficient technical expertise in the management of haemorrhagic fevers (whether they were asked to take on direct care or supportive work including the complex water and sanitation needs). Once established, however, non-profit organisations provided a large proportion of Ebola-specific clinical care as well as providing crucial support to personnel across the response efforts.

**For-Profit Workforce:**

During Ebola, most larger for-profit hospitals closed completely, often out of concern for their staff, while many smaller clinics continued to serve patients. Indeed, in Sierra Leone the Ministry of Health and Sanitation mandated that such private providers stop operations as they were unable to guarantee the safety of the care they provided, though the efficacy of such policies was variably adhered to. This group also included the traditional healers,
alternative medicine practitioners who were not integrated into the response until very late, despite them often being the first care practitioner that many Sierra Leoneans seek out, especially given the fragility and lack of trust people had in the formal system.

**Governance as cross cutting function**

Across all cases examined here, governance of health systems is essential for effective and appropriate responses to shocks. WHO recognises governance as a cross-cutting health systems function, influencing the operation of all building blocks, yet during crises its role is often overlooked [51].

In emergency situations, governance arrangements tend to be top-down, often with multiple parallel international management structures set up or imposed in addition to national government and its structures. Thus, the emergency response to EVD in West Africa was predominantly 'command and control' in nature and later co-led by the military [52]. While there may be short-term value in a focused programme of expansion as the only workable solution in the context of an uncontrolled and rapidly expanding epidemic such as with EVD, early and explicit consideration for how to mitigate the harmful wider effect of this approach remains crucial. Importantly, such a hierarchical governance structure is seen as helpful in coordinating the effective distribution of rapidly scaled up human and physical resources. Yet it also limits the extent to which the knowledge, experiences and values of those most affected by the crisis, and those most involved with the response implementation on the ground, can be taken into account at the operational level [53].

Good governance also requires horizontal processes of coordination and defragmentation at the national and subnational levels. While programme interventions to improve health system governance may lead to coordinated management and accountability during a shock, these may be insufficiently aligned with wider governance structures and processes in the broader health system and beyond. For example, during other humanitarian crises,
including responses to extreme weather events, coordination mechanisms such as the Cluster mechanism through UNOCHA and other mechanisms have often functioned in parallel to other international responses, and they have either had limited links and relationships with national systems, or were in competition with these [54, 55]. At the subnational level, it is argued that a higher level of system integration, for example integrating actions between building blocks, and disease-specific services with the broader system, may promote resilience [56]. The assumption is that one component may fail but its functions are subsumed into another structure, with critical processes sustained until stability is reached.

[Insert Table 4 Humanitarian Crisis]

Effective governance for response to shocks needs to encompass policy development and action plans beyond the health system. In most examples we considered, the consequences for health needed to be taken into account at the higher levels of governance and decision making, at national and international level, especially when health shocks transcended national borders, but this was not always the case [1]. The cases of the shocks posed by the financial crisis and climate change illustrate this particularly well, as policies in the range of sectors are seen to have clear implications for social determinants of health, but these are not always brought within a common decision space. Governance of the intersections between the effects from a shock in one sector (e.g. finance) on the outcomes of another (e.g. health) has been neglected despite the clear inter-sectoral implications of the Sustainable Development Goals; this critical aspect of effective governance for building systems resilience is frequently the most underdeveloped dimension.

Good governance and the level of accountability and transparency have implications for the perception of health systems, for example, for whether these are perceived as responsive and trustworthy [57].
In sum, evidence examined very strongly suggests that governance is a vital and often neglected dimension when seeking to respond to shocks. Clear lessons here are that both top down and bottom-up approaches are required. These need to be coordinated and integrated as much as possible. Integration with the broader system is likely to promote resilience. The intersectoral governance in particular – going beyond the health sector alone – is vital when responding to shocks.

**Values underlying the response**

A focus on inputs or structures (such as the WHO blocks) has insufficient recognition of how health policy development, prioritisation and health system structures and processes are shaped by the values, beliefs and preferences of the actors within a health system. The role of the underlying values is even more important in crisis situations where they critically shape the ability of health systems to respond to shocks and the nature of that response. “Values” is used here to encompass a range of dimensions, including the political priority given to health during an external shock as well as societal values in which the health system and its workers are embedded, and the personal, professional and societal moral landscapes that play a particularly important role in how difficult decisions are negotiated and compromises reached.

During the financial crisis, some of the health effects (such as increase in suicides) and effects on the health system were anticipated by policy decision makers or became apparent early on [58], yet these were not the most important factors motivating the responses to the crisis. Similarly, when natural disasters, such as hurricanes or earthquakes occur, humanitarian aid often focuses on food, clothing, rescue and emergency medicine; health promotion measures may only receive attention after cholera has already broken out.

Values often become more explicit in the response to a health emergency; the reason for intervention is often publicly stated, to attract support and facilitate action. The decision by
the United States military to intervene on Ebola was influenced by an underlying belief in the system of military humanitarianism, while responses to the refugee and migrant crisis in Europe have been heavily informed by underlying values and perceptions of military personnel as aggressors (i.e. warring parties) rather than humanitarian agents. At the same time, it is important to recognise the extent to which international humanitarian interventions shape and interact with local values shared by health workers, patients and communities. These externally driven interventions depend on shared understanding of the value of health and may raise the question of whose health is prioritised in the face of shocks. Findings from the financial crisis demonstrate that it was often already marginalised communities whose access to services was curtailed further [35].

[Insert Table 5 Migration and Mobility]

Whilst values are important at a societal level, it is also important to recognise that people operating within health systems and those providing and receiving services may hold different values and expectations [3]. For example, key values in a health system, in addition to the ones related to an effective, safe and good quality system, include equity (justice and fairness), compassion, dignity and respect [59]. Trust can be important; for example, trust in the health workers in the system in Sierra Leone during the EVD outbreak proved critical in ensuring access to care [4, 60]. Drawing on the financial crisis, but equally the outbreak of EVD in West Africa and the recent migrant crisis in Europe, it is evident that the level of trust in public (including health) institutions may be key to the ability of health systems to withstand shocks. Trust affects the relationship between the people and the health system, including whether and how people access and use health services, what information citizens are willing to share with the government and whether health workers are responsive to local needs [61].

Health worker compassion was evident in some European countries when their governments opted to exclude undocumented migrants from the health system: healthcare professionals
continued providing services to this group arguing it was against their ethics and core values as healthcare professionals [35].

[Insert Table 6 Comparison of responses to shocks: according to health system functions and cross cutting dimensions]

DISCUSSION

Reflections on past shocks: where do we start in building resilience?

In this paper, we seek to advance the discussion on how health systems can respond to shocks and, therefore, be more resilient, by presenting a framework to study resilience based on a review of four recent shocks. We focused on blocks and interactions within the health system, which emerge as key dimensions that need attention if health systems are to become more resilient – not merely stronger. This means understanding what dimensions will be key to enabling a system to adapt and if necessary reconfigure, to survive a shock and continue to deliver adequate health care. We take stock of the lessons from a series of past crises: the financial crisis in Europe from 2008 onwards; climate change disasters; the EVD outbreak in West Africa between 2013 -2016; and the current refugee and migration crisis in Europe. Learning from these past shocks was imperative, specifically in understanding how health systems responded to these crises, whether some of this response was suboptimal, and identifying lessons on what can be done to ensure that responses to shocks are designed and implemented with the objective of building resilience.

We argue that a ‘3 by 2’ approach to understanding health systems’ resilience may facilitate learning from the past and preparing for the future. At the policy and programmatic level, this approach places emphasis on intervening in core areas (‘building blocks’) of the health systems: health information systems, the funding and financing mechanisms and most importantly the health workforce. However, promoting good governance and recognising and aligning policy with values underpinning health systems affect whether interventions in each block are succeeding. Without better understanding of and actions to address the latter two
cross-cutting dimensions, strengthening and building the capacity of programmatic responses may be futile. The approach we offer here helps to identify areas where our knowledge on resilience is more developed and where gaps in knowledge are greatest, specifically on governance and values. However, we note that this framework reflects the learnings from the cases we examined and it is not intended to be rigid; as evidence increases, new dimensions may need to be added.

While we identify common patterns across different types of shocks, the importance of context, however, needs to be recognised when planning and implementing responses [8]. The nature and severity of the shocks as well as the pre-existing capacity of the health system to adapt will all influence the nature of the health systems response. Some shocks, for example earthquakes, can – or should – be predicted but this is not true for every country or every event. Ebola appeared in West Africa where it was not known to have occurred before [1]. The financial crisis affected different countries in different ways, and each required a different response. The ecology and society literature distinguishes usefully between the capacity to absorb a shock but continue to function as before; to adapt to a shock – largely functioning as before but with some change; or to have to transform completely in order to survive [62].

It is important also to recognise that the reality may be more complex than responding to one crisis at a time. When a country experiences multiple shocks including political and economic crisis, followed by conflict or disease outbreaks, their effect on the societies, population and health systems is often compounded [3]. Sierra Leone has experienced war and Ebola; likewise, Zimbabwe has experienced a series of financial and political crises, while also being heavily affected by HIV [63] [64]. To further advance thinking on systems resilience will therefore require consideration of how to adapt and absorb repeated shocks and to understand the pattern by which these waves occur and affect health.

The need to better understand the relationship between health systems’ dimensions (of financing, information systems, human resource planning etc.), and of the health system into
wider systems (e.g. ecological system, socio-political system) is also apparent from the analysis of the different shocks. There are indications that integration itself may augment the health systems’ ability to withstand shocks, so that well-integrated health systems that were internally coherent appeared to have greater resilience to shocks [56].

Across the crises studied, we observed that inequalities often increase during and in the aftermath of shocks, whether in terms of health impact, OOPs or access to the system. These need to be mitigated against and considered in all policies seeking to build resilience. An emerging theme across the four cases is that government action has a critical role in implementing and coordinating responses to shocks, and this has an important influence on systems’ resilience and health impacts of a crisis.

Equally, responses to shocks need to be informed by, search for and draw on local resilience in terms of local responses [65]. The community responses to Ebola and the popular movements in response to the financial crises have demonstrated the power of communities and how they can turn the tide, and systems need better ways to connect and harness them [66].

We recognise that an effective and appropriate response to shocks is only one aspect of resilience; further developmental work is needed to identify its multiple aspects. The environmental science and management literatures suggest that while recovery from shocks and adaptation is a step forward, complex systems may reach a new equilibrium, characterised by new types of challenges and crises [67]. Where ‘adaptation’ refers to the ability of an existing system to change (one or several aspects, and possibly temporarily) to withstand shocks, a new equilibrium literally refers to more fundamental change resulting in a novel, permanently changed characteristic of the system. For example, it is important to recognise that shocks can also present opportunities to regenerate social systems and reach new equilibrium (for example, reform programmes initiated during political transitions) [67, 68]. This is demonstrated in other work emphasising the key role of catalysts—which can be disruptive factors, political crises, environmental disasters—as triggers for health systems'
development through opening up political windows of opportunity to intervene and mobilising resources and ideas [69].

In sum, learning from shocks during the recent past provides important insights and opportunities for learning on how to make health systems more resilient. We have set out our framework to facilitate efforts towards greater health systems’ resilience. Effective responses to shocks is only one element of resilience, and more research is needed to understand how health systems move from effective responses to shocks, to broader system reconfiguration and improved resilience [67].
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Figure 1
Learning from shocks: a new approach to health systems resilience
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